Fibre for Business and Enterprise

Internet at the
speed of light
Fibre internet service built on our
own private infrastructure.

Fibre internet means business
Fibre internet from Start.ca gives you the bandwidth and speed your business needs for maximum
productivity, as well as scalability to meet your changing demands, no matter how large you grow. Upgrade to
fibre and avoid the slow speeds, high latency, and maxed out internet connections that are costing you money.
With fibre internet, data is carried by light pulses moving through a strand of lightweight optical fibre instead of
the copper lines used in traditional internet service. As thin as a human hair, these strands of glass can carry
digital information over impressively long distances without speed degradation.
Since fibre is an optical system and doesn’t carry an electrical current, it isn’t impacted by lightning storms and
other weather systems, which adds to its reliability. Add the bandwidth and speed gains you get with fibre and
you’ll quickly realize upgrading your connectivity is a smart investment.

Flexible
• Highest capacity
• Scalable

Fast

Protected

• Speeds up to 100 Gbps
• Lower latency

Call 519-434-5888

• 24/7 local support
• Most reliable

700 York Street, London ON

The power of fibre internet
Business and Enterprise differences
Business

Enterprise

• Controlled shared environment using

• Dedicated connection

GPON technology
• Asymmetrical speeds up and down

• Symmetrical speeds up and down
• 100% uptime commitment

Custom dark fibre solutions
We offer dark fibre to our Enterprise level data centre customers. Dark fibre is a private fibre optic network that
runs directly between our data centre and your location, and performs seamlessly as if your equipment were
right there in the office with you.
Since there aren’t any active devices (such as switches and routers) between your end points, dark fibre is one
of the most secure forms of connectivity available. Your service isn’t routed through the public internet — it is
your own private strand of glass.

Reliable service we’re proud to stand behind
We provide a flexible customized solution: the fastest internet service available, built on our own end-to-end
fibre network, installed and supported by local technicians. We begin the process by sitting down with you and
getting to know your business and what you need, then we work with your IT provider to build a truly
collaborative relationship.
Keeping your business connected is a huge responsibility and trust is essential — you need to know we’ll
always be there. Building our own fibre infrastructure means we have invested in the community, and we are
committed to being part of London for decades to come.

Complete the suite of Enterprise services
Fibre internet | Co-location | Business phone

Call 519-434-5888

700 York Street, London ON

